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We thank all of you who have made our progress possible 

Thanksgiving signifies the beginning of American year-end holiday season to be followed by 
Christmas and New Year.  Amid the devastating spread of COVID-19, wishing these holiday 
celebrations bring you joy and fulfillment! 
 

Thankful to the unwavering support by many members in the Taiwanese American communities, 
T.A. Archives has been successfully operated for seven years.  It will strive to continue the efforts 
in carrying out the mission envisioned by the founder Dr. Bob Cheng to make it as a major central 
source of Taiwanese American history.  Taiwanese people are a relatively small minority ethnic 
group among the new immigrants to America.  However, they have greatly contributed and 
enriched the American multiple society, economy, and culture with new fabric over the past short 
seven decades. It is very important that their individual and group stories be preserved for the 
future generations to comprehend.    

Happy Holidays 
 

Bio information for the “Who’s Who” on our website: 

We Taiwanese Americans are a group of humble people. It has not been easy for us to convince people to 
provide their Bio information. You do not need to be very successful or famous.  If you consider yourself a 
Taiwanese American,  you are encouraged to be included in the “Who’s Who “on our website. Please 
review the form in  http://taiwaneseamericanhistory.org/blog/2212-blank-bio-form/. You could 
download and fill out the form, or just send us the text information to Archive’s email address with one of 
your favorite photos.   

 Information about T. A. Organizations: 

We collect Organization History, and any Activities, Newsletters/publications, Stories, Artifacts related to 
T. A. Organizations. Please send emails to the email address listed on top of this page. 

 

Progress in November 2020: 
 

22 new subjects collected in September and the total posts are 9405. 
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